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Nina Bazie – Ivory Coast
Mohammad Ali – Jordan
Faisal Durani – Pakistan
Dongmei (Lily) Yang – China
YasinMuktar Mussa – Somalia
Wafa Al-jabiri – Iraq
Piyush Mehta – India
Preeti Hiro – India
Magdelena Mot – Romania
Khaleda Banu – Bangladesh
Robert (Jin-Chien) Lin – Taiwan
Aydin Nozhat – Iran
Kue K’nyawmupoe – Karen State, Myanmar
Pranjali Wadkar – India
Rehab Marghany – Egypt
Margery Cantil – Philippines
Drastant Mehta – India
Mayyadah Al-ani – Iraq
Muna Amir – Somalia

City of Surrey
The Surrey Board of Trade
Alexandra Neighbourhood House
Applied Science Technologists & Technicians of BC
City of Surrey, Human Resources
City of Surrey Social Planning (Contract Manager)
City of Surrey, Surrey Parks, Recreation & Culture
Surrey Libraries
DIVERSEcity Community Resources Society
Douglas College, Training Group at Douglas College
Human Resources Management Association
Fraser Health Authority, Population and Public Health
Fraser Health Authority, Primary Health Care
Immigrant Employment Council of BC
Immigrant Services Society of BC
Kwantlen Polytechnic University
Oak Avenue Neighbourhood Hub Society
Options Community Services Society
Pacific Community Resources Society
Progressive Intercultural Community Services
Semiahmoo House Society
SFU Surrey
S.U.C.C.E.S.S. Surrey Delta Service Centre
Surrey School District #36
Surrey RCMP
Sources Community Resources Society
Surrey Interfaith Council
Umoja Operation Compassion Society
Vancity Credit Union
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Who We Are And What
We’ve Been Doing
We are the Surrey Local Immigration Partnership, a consortium of government, public
and private institutions, business groups, and
nonprofit and community agencies working
together to strengthen Surrey’s integration of
newcomers and build a more inclusive
and welcoming city.
2016-2017 was a year of action, as refugees
arrived in our community in unprecedented
numbers and we joined the campaign to
welcome them. Surrey has become British
Columbia’s arrival city, accepting up to half
of all refugees in the province. Even before
Canada’s Syrian refugee plans were announced, we determined that refugees
were such a key element for Surrey that we
required a Refugee Integration Strategy distinct from that of immigrants. In 2016-2017,
we continued engaging key stakeholders in
consultations and development of a 3-year
Surrey Refugee Integration Strategy, called
Surrey: Our New Home.
This report details a busy year characterized
by our commitment to make Surrey more
welcoming and inclusive to newcomers. It
was a year of transition, as we moved from
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formulating our Immigrant Integration
Strategy to pursuing it. In this document you
will find an overview of our activities, arranged
according to the Strategic Directions identified
in our Immigrant Integration Strategy. We
also included a brief summary of our refugee
welcoming activities. Finally, we provide a
list of all the resources that LIP developed in
the past years and showcased some of the
resources developed this year.

Meaningful Employment

Accessible Services

Engaged Community

Thriving Youth

Sustainable Leadership

13 2017-2020 Refugee

Integration Strategy &
Welcoming Activities

15 Surrey LIP Resources

Developed 2014 - 2017

We have called the report “Moving Forward.
Priming For Accelerated Change.” in the belief
that Surrey is approaching a turning point
with regards to the integration of newcomers. We have played a role in
helping our city get there, and
must now press even harder
to help keep it on this
positive path.

Newcomer Youth
Conference, March 2017.
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Councillor Judy Villeneuve
and Anita Huberman.

Message from Co-Chairs
The Surrey LIP turned three in 2017. It was
also the year when we completed our Refugee Integration Strategy and phased into
implementation of our Immigrant Integration
Strategy. We are proud of what Surrey LIP
have achieved from the We Are Surrey public awareness campaign that challenges our
perceptions about diversity to the Newcomer
Youth Conference organized by the refugee
youth team which brought together close to
70 local youth to learn about leadership and
civic engagement opportunities. Our Sector
Dialogues proved to be a productive opportunity to engage the business community and
start building bridges.
We turned a very important point this year.
Our 2017-2020 Refugee Integration Strategy

was developed and adopted by the Surrey LIP
Committee. The Strategy provides a blueprint
for community-wide actions to welcome one
of the most vulnerable newcomer populations
in Surrey – refugees. Many challenges and
struggles remain in the area of refugee settlement. To cite just one, we continue our multiyear campaign to eliminate the requirement for
refugees to repay the transportation loan of up
to $10,000 plus often interest on these loans.
We would like to thank our partners and Surrey
LIP members for their dedication in making
Surrey more welcoming and inclusive. We are
lucky to have so many groups of amazing
residents and community agencies here in
Surrey who are truly committed to the Surrey
LIP vision, “Everyone in Surrey Belongs!”

Judy Villeneuve

Councillor
City of Surrey

Anita Huberman

CEO
Surrey Board of Trade

Surrey City Hall.
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Upcoming!
The Surrey LIP received funding
from the Community Foundations
of Canada to explore alternative
models of English training to
Syrian youth.

Accessible Services
Alternative English Language Learning Project

“

Of all services required by newcomers trying
to adjust to life in Canada, English language
training stands out as key. Poor command of
the language hampers not just access to other
essential services, such as education and even
medical, but has reverberations throughout
the immigrant experience, adversely affecting
integration success and employability.

was little understanding of which types of
language training met newcomers’ needs
or enjoyed the best outcomes. The Surrey
LIP sought to fill these gaps with its
Alternative English Language Learning
Project, which inventoried current service
capacity and demand.

Anecdotal reports indicated significant strains
on English language training opportunities in
Surrey, leading to waitlists. However, beyond
the federally funded Language Instruction
for Newcomers to Canada (LINC) program,
no comprehensive inventory of informal
English language programs existed and there

Key Suggestions by Newcomers

A lot of these programs are delivered
by volunteers, which points out the
important role of community”

• South Surrey needs more English
language classes
• Offer classes more often and tailor
to different levels
•	Allocate more time for each session
•	Accommodate different
literacy levels

—Aileen Murphy, Senior Social Planner, City of Surrey

Surrey City Centre Library.
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Engaged Community
True Colours of Surrey
Surrey Welcomes
Refugees event,
July 2016.

Upcoming!
The True Colours project has also
sparked a follow-up campaign. MOSAIC
has been involved on the Project Advisory Committee and expressed an interest
to lead another collaborative initiative,
to be funded by the Province of British
Columbia. The Surrey OARH Network
— Organizing Against Racism & Hate —
builds capacity and a community plan to
address racism and hate in Surrey.
6

to lead efforts geared to understanding the
extent of discrimination and identifying
solutions that have worked elsewhere.

A three-pronged approach to
ending racism and discrimination.

A survey filled out by 500 Surrey residents
born outside of Canada revealed that, for
example, 41% of visible minorities experienced
racism or discrimination at least “sometimes,”
and only 22% have never experienced it. Forty
percent said that discrimination made it harder
to “feel a sense of belonging in the community” and 24% to “participate in community life.”

How prevalent are racism and discrimination
in Surrey? More importantly, what are the
implications, and what can be done to improve
the situation?
Our prior research, during the development of
our immigrant and refugee integration strategies, found generally positive attitudes toward
immigration, but not without some caveats. A
majority of both newcomers and native-born
Canadians believe that discrimination exists,
and both groups expressed reservations about
the continued growth of immigrant and refugee populations. The overall message was that
there exists a relatively high degree of social
cohesion but it could be weakened if problems
are not addressed.
Guided by a Project Advisory Group representing diverse community sectors, and
funded by the Province of British Columbia, the True Colours of Surrey
project commissioned University of British Columbia
researcher and doctoral
student Jacopo Miro

“

Institutional racism is rare. Instead
we found more subtle and informal
ways of expressing racism.”
—Jacopo Miro, PhD candidate, UBC and True Colours of
Surrey research leader

“The findings were positive overall,” says Miro.
Still, he points out, one of the most common
places to experience discrimination proved to
be on public transit. “And that has policy implications.” As well, fully 89% of respondents had
no knowledge of programs or services dealing
with discrimination.
A second element of the program attempted
to identify those programs and services, and
discovered that, although Surrey is home to
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a number of advocacy and education initiatives,
there is a shortage of programs geared to victims
of racism or discrimination. A wider-reaching
investigation found examples of many programs
based elsewhere that could be adapted to local
needs, and identified some of the qualities that
made them successful (see below).
The third primary element of the project emphasized public consultation and education, in
keeping with Surrey LIP’s goal of an engaged
community. In November 2016, a Surrey stakeholder forum served as the launching ground for
an awareness campaign called We Are Surrey,
profiling 18 local residents and their stories.
The posters are being showcased at a number
of events hosted by Surrey LIP partners. Additionally, posters were displayed at over 30 bus
shelters throughout the city in March-April 2017.
In March 2017, SFU Surrey’s Philosopher’s Cafe
devoted an evening of public dialogue to the True
Colours project and its findings and implications.

Characteristics of successful
anti-racism initiatives as identified
by the True Colours of Surrey
environmental scan:
• Are highly participatory and collaborative
•	Emphasize bottom-up, rather than
top-down, approaches
•	Include and amplify the voices of
minority groups
• Promote broader societal discussions
about the issue of racism
• Help to break down barriers and bridge
cultural divides within communities
• Help bring communities together
• Have clear and targeted goals
•	Impact change
Surrey lip | our year in review

Citizenship Ceremony
The goal of the Engaged Community strategic
direction is to build a welcoming and inclusive
city that supports all newcomer residents to
belong, make community connections, and actively participate in all that Surrey has to offer.
This year, the Surrey LIP partnered with the
Institute for Canadian Citizenship and IRCC to
organize a special citizenship ceremony where
new citizens have an opportunity to participate in roundtable discussions to reflect on
what it means to be active, engaged citizens.

Madhurima and Jenya,
participants of our
We Are Surrey campaign.

The ceremony will take place at City Hall in
April and will celebrate new citizens with
performances from local high school student
dance groups. The ceremony was organized
by the LIP Citizenship Ceremony Planning
Committee which brought together representatives from RCMP, Surrey Immigrant Advisory, Surrey Libraries, Vancity, M.O.S.A.I.C. and
many others.
“This builds civic engagement,” says Rosy
Takhar, Manager of Crime Prevention and
Community Services with the Surrey RCMP
and a Co-Chair of the organizing committee. “These are people who will
be active in the community.”

Upcoming!
Surrey LIP is looking for
members to joinSurrey
Community Committee to
organize the Citizenship
Ceremony in 2018.
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Meaningful Employment
In the course of several research initiatives
leading to Surrey LIP’s Immigrant Integration
Strategy, immigrants and refugees’ difficulty
in finding meaningful employment stood out
as one of the strongest and most persistent
barriers to making a life in Canada. This led to
a key goal of the Strategy, that Surrey should
have “a vibrant economy where employers
and businesses fully realize the benefits of
immigration and immigrants are economically
integrated.” This year several key initiatives
were directed toward the goal’s attainment.

Business Sector
Dialogues,
March 2017.

“
Upcoming!
Building on the findings from the
Sector Dialogues, Surrey LIP is
planning a collaborative initiative
called Newcomer Employment
Week scheduled for Fall 2017.

8

What are the gaps between immigrants and employers? Immigrants
said, ‘Technical skills and leadership
qualities.’ Employers said, ‘Communication skills and fitting in with the
work environment.’ “
—Mohammad Ali, immigrant participant in the
Technology Sector dialogue

Sector Dialogues
Identifying the fine details and
small changes that could make
a big difference.
In 2015, when making public the results of our
initial labour market research, we summarized
the findings as two sides of the same coin:
“Newcomers living in Surrey experience frustration when attempting to find a job appropriate
to their skills and experience. Employers face
difficulties recruiting job seekers with necessary
skills and experience.”
Those were the broad strokes. Equally clear
was the reality that Surrey’s labour market
is made up of many sectors, and each one is
different. Closing the gap between employers
and their unfilled labour needs, and newcomers and their job-seeking frustrations, would
require greater understanding of these sectors
and the unique challenges each faces.
This year we deepened that understanding
during the course of four Sector Dialogues,
a joint initiative of Surrey LIP and the Surrey Board of Trade. In each of Manufacturing,
Construction, Technology and Health sectors,
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10 employers were brought together with 10
immigrant job seekers for a facilitated roundtable discussion.

for immigrants to qualify for jobs except by
returning to school, a difficult if not prohibitive option for those with families. Significant
sector-wide changes will be required before
conditions improve for either employers or
immigrant jobseekers.

As co-chair of Surrey LIP and chief executive
officer of the Surrey Board of Trade, Anita
Huberman was an enthusiastic force behind—
and at—the dialogues. “Surrey is unique
among Canadian Local Immigration Partnerships because business is at the table,” she
says. “It’s a unique opportunity to take things a
step further.”
During the course of the dialogues, two things
became very clear. One was the degree to
which employers and jobseekers in each sector
share similar frustrations. But the other was
the degree to which situations differ from
sector to sector.

In the construction sector, employers proposed
that they are less concerned about Englishlanguage skills than are many other industries,
and strongly value a willingness to work hard
and “get dirty,” as well as loyalty and good
work habits. At the same time, local experience

“

For example, in the manufacturing dialogue
some employers disputed the common complaint that they overvalue Canadian experience,
proposing that, rather, they have found it easier to retain immigrants than Canadian-born
workers, and that, with that in mind, they are
looking for employees of any kind, and from
anywhere, as long as they are willing to learn
and understand the culture of the organization.
The emphasis of job seekers should be on their
transferable skills as much as their experience.
In the health sector, employers and jobseekers
each expressed deep frustrations. Employers
felt that their hands are tied when it comes to
hiring immigrants due to certification requirements inherent in the Province’s Health Act.
Employers and immigrants agreed that the
certification process is mostly geared to recent
graduates, rather than those with out of
country experience. This makes it very difficult
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This is something that should be
done in every city, all across Canada.”
—Anita Huberman, LIP co-chair and chief executive officer
of the Surrey Board of Trade

opportunities exist and immigrants can take
advantage if they are willing to embrace continuous learning and acclimatize to the culture.
Overall, says Anita Huberman, the exercise
provided many important insights and pointed
out the crucial need for constructive change.
“The common theme is that these are very
fractured landscapes, for both immigrants and
businesses,” she says. “We need to create a
place where immigrants can directly connect
to employers. There needs to be help with the
overwhelming nature of the job search.”
Looking to the future, by identifying both the
common themes and the ones that differ from
sector to sector, the Surrey LIP will be able to
institute and agitate for programs like these
that could accelerate positive change.

is valued and familiarity with Canadian codes
and standards is crucial, so barriers definitely
exist. Overall, each group expressed frustrations about the difficulty in finding each other,
suggesting the need for a more efficient job
market and the potential of enhanced apprentice and internship programs.
Discussions in the technology sector reflected
many themes common to immigrants’ experience in Canada’s labour market, though with
a more optimistic tone than in some other
sectors. Despite significant barriers,
there was a common feeling that

Business Sector
Dialogues,
March 2017.
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Building on the success of the
Connector program within the
City of Surrey, the Surrey LIP is
working to expand the program to
other Surrey-based employers.

Employer Go2 Resources

Train the Trainer session

This LIP-curated resource assembled a diverse
array of services and information sources
of use to employers, and made them easily
accessible through our website—everything
from funding sources for workplace training,
to alternative recruitment channels, to cultural
awareness toolkits. Launched in the spring of
2017, the portal is a prime source of practical
help, making it easier for employers to find and
hire immigrants and refugees.

This acclaimed session in the fall of 2016
brought together more than 40 settlement
and employment counsellors to learn from
the experience of two of Surrey’s most successful employers of newcomers, the City of
Surrey and Vancity Credit Union. Presenters
such as the City of Surrey’s Harbinder Mann
and Vancity’s Shayne Sankar walked attendees through the policies and processes they
employ, answering questions and providing
insights that can be passed on to immigrant
jobseekers. “They were hungry for that kind of
information,” says Mann. Attendees were virtually unanimous in their enthusiastic approval
and expressed the view that “We need more of
these type of sessions.”

Employer Go2 Resources will be updated and
expanded as additional resources are discovered or created.

“

To many people who are looking for
work, it’s a surprise that we will
talk to them. If you have a question,
reach out to us and chances are we
can help you with it.”
Harbinder Mann, Human Resources, City of Surrey

Connector Program
The City of Surrey is in its third year of an
IEC-BC program that matches immigrant and
refugee jobseekers to a City employee with a
similar professional background. In the program’s first two years, close to 30 immigrants
were matched with City staff. The advice,
mentorship and referrals provided led to 70% of
participants finding employment commensurate with their qualifications.

Train the Trainer
session, Vancity staff,
October 2016.
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Thriving Youth
Newcomer Youth Voices
Surrey is one of British Columbia’s youngest
cities, and refugee and immigrant populations
are much younger still, so the concerns of
youth are central to all LIP activities. During the
past year, projects geared specifically to youth
have been prominent, especially since the creation of a Refugee Youth Planning Team that
brought together twelve newcomer youth.

“

Consisting of residents aged 18 to 25, the
teams have been involved in the planning and
organization of events including a full-day
Surrey Newcomer Youth Leadership Conference, attended by more than 60 young people
on March 18, 2017. In addition to art, fashion,
music, dance, food and cultural components,
the day featured talks and workshops led by
Simon Fraser University Surrey campus Executive Director Steve Dooley, refugee activist
Jorge Salazar, Ilhan Abdullahi of the Pacific
Community Resources Society, and Kevin Kelly,
representing Kwantlen First Nation.

“

Jorge told us ‘Don’t be afraid of being the face of your cultural group.’
He said we have so much to share
that we don’t need ‘experts’ to tell us
what to do. We need to step up and
take on leadership roles. Represent!”
—from the Newcomer Youth Newsletter
Surrey lip | our year in review

Participants shared stories of their journeys
as newcomer youth and how they wish to be
leaders in their communities and advocate with
and for other newcomer youth, to support their
positive integration into Canadian society.

Newcomer Youth
Conference,
March 2017.

The day started with Kevin Kelly of
the Kwantlen First Nation giving the
indigenous welcome with his son,
Michael Gabriel Kelly. Kevin and
Michael reminded us not to lose our
cultures and languages. ‘This is who
you are, don’t ever lose that!’ ”
—from the Newcomer Youth Newsletter

Refugee Youth Planning Team
Ahmad Alzoubi – Syria
Aya Abdel-Dayem – Iraq
Ayah Al-Hasan – Canada/Palestine
Ayat Al Krad – Syria
Dacious Richardson – Liberia
Dahir Abdi Mohamed – Somalia
Fadia Jouni – Syria
Kamar Aljohmani – Syria
Kue K’nyawmupoe – Karen
Nargis Babrakzai – Afghanistan
Noor Alshhadeh – Syria
Samia Ghannoum – Syria

Upcoming!
Surrey LIP will continue supporting newcomer youth engagement
through the Newcomer Youth
Leadership Team and by providing a number of opportunities for
youth to lead, connect and learn.
11
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Surrey LIP received 3-year (2017-2020)
federal funding to continue bringing
stakeholders together to develop innovative
approaches to collaboration, coordination
and program development in Surrey.
Surrey LIP will conduct an annual
evaluation of its progress.

Sustainable Leadership
Six recommendations were developed
based on survey results and facilitated discussions with members of
the LIP committee and Immigrant
Advisory Roundtable.

During the fall of 2016 and winter of 2017, the
LIP undertook an intensive evaluation process
in relation to partnership development and to
assist in building organizational strength for
the upcoming implementation phase of the
strategic plans.

1. Creation of an operations committee
2. Membership modifications to the larger
LIP committee

A survey of LIP members provided
several insights:

3. Clarify the Working Groups’ processes

• 84% of LIP members felt that Surrey LIP
is contributing to making Surrey more
welcoming and inclusive

5. Integrate youth voices into the LIP

• 100% of LIP members felt that LIP made the
most progress to date on its objective to
conduct community-based research

84%

of LIP members felt that
Surrey LIP is contributing
to making Surrey more
welcoming and inclusive

100%

6. Update all LIP groups’ terms of reference
These recommendations will be considered by
the LIP in the upcoming 2017-2018 year.

• 80% of LIP members said that participating
on the LIP was a good use of their time
• 80% of LIP members supported the LIP’s provision of leadership and oversight of a larger
partnership in the implementation phase

of LIP members felt that LIP
made the most progress to
date on its objective to conduct
community-based research
12

4. Incorporate the Immigrant Advisory
Roundtable into more LIP activities

“

The Surrey LIP is a complex partnership encompassing multiple
sectors, which created a unique
evaluation experience.”
—Etta Broderson, PhD candidate, Simon Fraser
University and LIP leadership review co-facilitator
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2017-2020 Refugee Integration
Strategy Development
A Refugee Integration Strategy was completed in the spring of 2017.
The Strategy marked the culmination of an extensive program of research
and consultation with service providers and refugees and identified four
key strategic directions, further broken down into 17 specific objectives:
Investing in the
Potential of
Refugee Youth

Enhancing Service
Capacity and
Coordination

Supporting Economic
Self-Sufficiency
and Inclusion

Enhancing
Social
Inclusion

Somali Youth
Organization,
Newcomer Youth
Conference,
March 2017.

The strategy provides a tightly focused template
to guide our activities through 2020.

“
Surrey lip | our year in review

Surrey is a largest recipient of
refugees in British Columbia. Last
year, close to 50% of Government
Assisted Refugees arriving in British
Columbia settled here.”
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Welcoming Refugees to Surrey Activities
Spring 2016
In the spring of 2016, Surrey
Immigrant Advisory Roundtable organized “Connecting
with Your Neighbours,” an
information session that was
delivered in English and Arabic and attended by over 40
Arabic-speaking newcomer/
refugee residents.

March and April 2016
In March and April 2016 the
LIP and the City of Surrey’s
Human Resources department partnered to provide
sessions on Surrey’s refugees, attended by more than
200 City of Surrey employees.
As a result the City donated
over 40 boxes of food and
household items, along with
many furniture items, to refugee families. Additionally,
thanks to the City Manager’s
support, close to $4,000 was
raised through employee
donations and over 1,800
transit passes were distributed to refugee families.

June 2016
On June 13, 2016 Councilor Villeneuve and Aileen
Murphy (City’s Senior Social
Planner) appeared before
the Standing Committee on
Refugees and Immigration
to advocate on termination
of the Refugee Transportation Loan.
MP Randeep Sarai presented
the Surrey petition signed by
1,000+ community members
to the House of Commons in
June 2016.

“

July 2016
In July 2016 the City of
Surrey partnered with the
LIP to organize a Surrey
Welcomes Refugees event,
which featured over 25 fun
activities led by community
partners as well as free food
and entertainment. More
than 500 people attended
the event, most of them
newly arrived refugees.

Simply put, the refugee transportation
loan is counterproductive. While the
federal government makes significant
investments in the settlement and
integration of GARs, the transportation
loan negatively impacts this process.
It does not make economic sense.”
Councillor Villeneuve, presentation to the Standing Committee
on Citizenship and Immigration.”

Surrey Welcomes
Refugees event,
July 2016.
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Surrey LIP Resources Developed 2014 - 2017
* Denotes developed in 2016-2017 fiscal year.
Strategies

Research

2016

2015

2017

2016

Surrey Immigrant Integration Strategy.

Surrey is Home:
Immigrant Integration
Research Project.
March 2015.

Surrey LIP
Evaluation Report:
Partnership
Development.
March 2017.

Surrey LIP Progress Report:
We Can We Will.

Service Mapping Project.
May 2015.
Immigrant Labour Market
Research Project.
November 2015.

2016
Our Community Our
Voice: The Settlement
and Integration Needs of
Refugees in Surrey, B.C.
March 2016.

Annual Reports

*
*

Informal English
Language Learning:
A Review of Service
Capacity and Demand
in Surrey, B.C. April 2017.

*

Business Sector
Dialogues Report:
Construction,
Manufacting, Health
and Technology.
April 2017.

*

True Colours of Surrey
Environmental Scan: Anti
Racism Programs and
Models. November 2016.

*

True Colours of Surrey
Project: Survey Report:
Understanding Racism
Discrimination in Surrey.
November 2016.

2017

2017

Surrey Refugee Integration Strategy:
Surrey, Our New Home.

Surrey LIP Progress Report: Moving
Forward. Priming for Accelerated Change.

*
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*
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* Denotes developed in 2016-2017 fiscal year.
Engaged & Inclusive
Newsletter
2014
No. 1: Introducing the New Surrey Local
Immigration Partnership. October 2014.
No. 2: The City’s Role. December 2014.

2015
No. 3: The Service Ethic. February 2015.
No. 4: Education that Works and Welcomes.
March 2015.
No. 5: Putting Surrey on the Map. June 2015.
No. 6: Part Way There. September 2015.

2016
No. 7: Getting to Work. January 2016.
No. 8: Surrey & Syria. March 2016.

2017

*

No. 9: Newcomer Youth Voices on Surrey LIP.
March 2017.

16
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* Denotes developed in 2016-2017 fiscal year.
Fact Sheets
2014
1.

Who Are Surrey’s Newcomers? October 2014.

2015
2.

The Big Picture: Why Do Immigrants Matter
to Surrey? January 2015.		

3.

Recent Changes to the Immigration Process and
How They Affect You. March 2015.

4.

Refugees in Canada and B.C. March 2015.

5.

Surrey’s New Settlement Services Map. June 2015.

6.

How well are Immigrants being integrated?
September 2015.

2016

		

7.

Newcomers and Employers. January 2016.

8.

Our Refugee Settlement Plan: Progress Report on
Research and Consultations. April 2016.

9.

Our Immigrant Integration Strategy and Action Plan.
April 2016.

10.

Resettlement Assistance Program (RAP) for
Refugees in BC. November 2016.

11.

True Colours of Surrey: Understanding Racism &
Discrimination. November 2016.

12.
13.

*
*

* Refugees in Canada & BC. November 2016.
* Settlement Services to Newcomers in Surrey.
November 2016.

2017
14.
15.

* Informal English Training in Surrey. March 2017.
* Business Sector Dialogues. April 2017.

Surrey lip | our year in review
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* Denotes developed in 2016-2017 fiscal year.
Booklets & Brochures
Welcome to Surrey brochure translated into Arabic.
Winter 2016.

*

We Are Surrey booklet: Stories of 18 Residents.
Fall 2016.

*

We Are Surrey: 9 posters to celebrate diversity
and challenge stereotypes. Fall 2016.

Web-based Resources
Online Map: Settlement Services in Surrey. March 2015.

* Online inventory: Anti-Racism Programs. March 2017.
* Online inventory: Funding Opportunities. March 2017.
* Online inventory. Ethnic Organizations and
Professional Immigrant Networks. March 2017.
* Microsite: Employer Go2Resource. March 2017.
All resources are available at

www.surreylip.ca
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Surrey LIP Project Team
Aileen Murphy, Senior Social Planner (Contract Manager)
Olga Shcherbyna, Social Planner (Surrey LIP Coordinator)
Ashleigh Rajala, Social Planning (Surrey LIP support)
Yu-Han Chen, Planning Technician (Surrey LIP Youth Outreach)
Veronica Reiss, Planning Technician (Surrey LIP Online Resources)

Consultants
Aftab Erfan, Deep Democracy
Chandima Panditha, Crede Technologies Inc.
Doris Cheung, Graphic Designer
Etta Brodersen, PhD candidate, SFU
Jacopo Miro, PhD candidate, SCARP, UBC
Jim Sutherland, Writer & Editor
Jody Johnson, PEERs
John Pesochin, Photographer
Kathleen Burke, Professor, SFU
Margaret Jetelina, Jetediting
Nathalie Gagnon, Professor, KPU
Trevor Van Eerden, PEERs
Surrey lip | our year in review

“

I wanted to create a group whereby
youth of Arab origins will be able to
exhibit the beautiful and peaceful
nature of our home cultures”
—Ebraheem Abo-Korj, a participant of the
We Are Surrey campaign
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SurreyLIP.ca

Surrey Welcomes Refugees event, July
2016. Mayor Hepner and SFU-Surrey’s
Executive Director, Steve Dooley with
the Ethar Organization youth.

